Effects of patch temperature on spontaneous action potential train due to channel fluctuations: coherence resonance.
Based on the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model, the effects of patch temperature as a control parameter on the spontaneous action potentials for finite size of membrane patch are studied. With increasing patch temperature, it is found that the mean open rates of sodium and potassium channels of the HH neuron are decreased, and the mean duration of spikes of membrane potential is also decreased, which are qualitatively consistent with previous experimental results of single ion channel. Under moderate patch size, the mean interspike interval of membrane potential first decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases with increasing patch temperature. It is shown that for both low and high temperatures, the channels fluctuation-induced spontaneous action potentials appear to be rather irregular, while for moderate patch temperature, relatively coherent oscillations observed. By defining a measure parameter beta, we show that there is a maximal region for the measure beta in the patch temperature and patch size parameter plane where the coherence resonance phenomena are very remarkable, and the characteristic correlation time of the output also confirm our result.